Dear friends

Today, Mars, Mercury, Venus and Moon are all in conjunct together in the zodiac sign of Virgo. Sun and Saturn are together in Leo. Rahu aspects this cluster of planets in Virgo.

This time is not good for America, as all these planets cluster up in the 8Th house from the Moon sign Aquarius. There could be storms, great destructions, transportation severely affected, and accidents could take away lives. This month is not a good month for holidays and travels. There would be some areas in the South and East which would get badly affected. Countries in south east, far east and the southern coast of America is highly susceptible to vagaries of the weather and fury of nature.

People who have the Moon sign of Virgo, Leo, Aquarius and Gemini should be extra careful. There could be danger for them. Do not travel during this month.

Water borne diseases could be a cause of concern. Land and property will also suffer. Financial challenges continue for the country and recession could hit at maximum.

From October things settle down, and ease off. This month is a hard one for America. All should exercise tolerance, patience and wisdom.

"LOKA SAMASTHA SUKHI NU BHAVANTHU"

"MAY THE ENTIRE MANKIND MAY BE HAPPY AND PEACEFUL"

With this prayer, I end this short newsletter.
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